Wang-Ngai Sze on Moon Nights Snake (F6c)
Photo: Karen Chan
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Beacon Hill

General
Short, easily accessible sport routes on top quality, rough as it comes, granite make this crag
almost as popular as Technical Wall in Tung Lung Chau. The crag has a fine, but somewhat,
squeezed selection of routes at most grade so there’s a bbbit of something for everyone

Approach
Take the MTR to Shep Kip Mei Station. From there take a taxi through Tai Wo Ping and
onto Lung Cheung Road, heading east. Shortly after joining Lung Cheung Road a WSD
access road breaks off to the left. Follow this up the hill until a gate and service reservoir
are reached. If driving, a limited number of parking spaces (one or two cars only) can be
found near the end of the road. To the right of the reservoir a small track leads up the hill
to the crag. Approach time approx. 10 minutes.
Rocky Lok on Lizard Family (F7c)
Photo: Karen Chan
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Main Crag (Right)

(1) Jacky’s Route F5

The obvious slab at the right of the crag has three lines
up it. The right line gprovides probably the easiest route
up the slab, before joining One Eyed Snake to finish.
F.A. Unknown

(2) One Eyed Snake F5

The central slab line gives fine slab climbing with some
thoughtful moves through the lower steep step and
fantastic jug hauling through the headwall at its crest.
F.A. Unknown

(3) Unknown F6a

The left most of the slab lines, trending left high up to
join the anchor of Cat Ladder.
F.A. Unknown

(4) Cat Ladder F6a

The obviuos line of weakness separating the slabb from
the next section of crag, to a high anchor.
F.A. Unknown
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(5) Baby Cobra ** F7a+

Climb up the steep side of the arete to it termination.
Pull onto the slab above and right. Climb a short way
up a crack before stepping out right on small smears to
reach the arete. Smear your way desperately up this to
the ledge above.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1998)

(6) Pretty Girl *** F6a

Superb slab climbing to the right of King Cobra.
Follow a line of small crimps and edges up the slab until forced rightwards into a short crack. Scramble along
the ledge above and make a few interesting moves up
to the lower off. It is possible (just) to dramatically increase the difficulty of this route by continuing directly
up the slab the whole way without resorting to use of
the crack on the right, increasing the grade to F6c.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

Beacon Hill
(7) King Cobra ** F5

A delightful exercise in bridging and laybacking. Climb
the obvious, easy angled groove and corner.
F.A. Unknown

(8) Spitting Cobra ** F6b

Another classic and excellent route.
Climb the obvious corner, with a difficult move in the
middle.
F.A. Unknown

(9) My Tea ** F6b+

The short blunt arete right of Spitting Cobra also gives
a technical and fun problem.
F.A. Unknown (2006)

(10) Face to Face F7a

Start up the slab and corner to the right of the Angels Wing. Once established in the corner, just past the
large crack, break out left and make difficult moves up
the steep wall.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1994)

(11) Angels Wing * F6b+

Thin climbing up the face of the wing like hanging
flake, avoiding the use of the large crack to the right
apart from getting started.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

(12) Lady First F8a+

Climb the righthand side of the arete (somehow...).
F.A. Angel Liu (2003)

Angus Lau on Face to Face (F7a)
Photo: Stuart Millis
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Main Crag (Main Face)

(1) Cliffhanger *** F7b+

Climb through the crux of Lizard but instead of moving back left follow the obvious rightwards trending
ramp line to a tricky finish on the far right of the wall.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

(2) Mission is Possible * F8b

The desperate and thin wall leading to the ledge of the
Cliffhanger traverse, before continuing directly up on
equally thin holds to reach the Lizard Family anchor.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2013)

(3) Lizard Family *** F7c

Start directly beneath the small overlap in the middle
of the wall. Climb up and through this to a good jug.
Continue, with difficulty, up the blank wall above to a
crux just after the last bolt.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2001)
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(4) Lizard *** F7a+

The classic of the crag.
Start up the obvious flake moving right via some small
crimps (crux) to good jugs. Swing back left and follow
a line of discontinuous flakes and cracks up the wall
(be careful of Lizard eggs in the cracks) to a long reach
to the top.
F.A. Saito (1989)

(5) Astro Boy * F8a

An indirect line weaving around the good holds on
Lizard to create a desperate and technical outing. Start
at the Lizard flake but quickly break out left via a technical boulder problem to a poor rest. Execute another
tricky boulder problem before an easier traverse rightwards brings the anchor.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2005)

Beacon Hill
(6) Peace Forever ** F7b

Another classic and excellent route.
Start as for Trouble but move further right approximately half way up the face.
F.A. Saito (1989)

(7) Trouble F7a

Start just right of Blue Cross and climb the very left
hand side of the overhanging face via some trick moves
low down.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

(8) Blue Cross ** F6a+
Nick Street on Peace Forever (F7b)
Photo: Jon Butters

Climb the obvious corner to the left hand side of the
gently overhanging face.
F.A. Unknown
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Main Crag (Left)

(1) Pressure * F6c+

Start as for the previous route but follow a thinner,
harder line up the wall to its right.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)
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(2) Moon Nights Snake *** F6c+

One of the most photogenic climbs in Hong Kong?
Start beneath the obvious corner of Blue Cross. Climb
a short way up this before moving left onto the face
proper. Ascend this with ease until faced with a big slap
for the sloping ledge. Mantel onto the ledge to finish.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

Beacon Hill
(3) Terminator *** F7b+

The classic of the crag.
Start near the base of the easy angled slab. Climb directly up the short wall before making a leftwards hand
traverse along a slopey ledge to join Point Break. Follow
this a short way then continue directly up towards the
left hand side of the overhang. Pull through this and
finish up the short wall above.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

(4) Terminator 2 * F7c+

Follow Terminator to the ledge but leave this earlier to
take a somewhat stiffer line up to and through the roof.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2005)

(5) Thunderstorm * F6c+

Start a short way right of the easy angled slab and climb
directly up the short wall to reach the ledge. From here
make a rising rightwards traverse to reach the same anchor as Moon Nights Snake.
F.A. Rocky Lok (2003)

(6) Happy Valentines Day *** F7b+

Follow Thunderstorm to the ledge but finish via a direct line up the blank wall above. Desperate!
F.A. Rocky Lok (2003)

(7) Point Break *** F6b

Really Face

Climb up the slab at the left hand end of the crag before moving right, up a short wall, and onto a small
ledge. Traverse diagonally leftwards along the wall and
finish up a short crack.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1995)

(1) Really Face * F7c

(3) Stonebird * F8a

More of a V6 boulder problem than a route but worthwhile nonetheless. Step out right from the ledge and
make upwards progress using a series of desperately
thin crimps and side pulls. The crux is right at the top.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1996)

(2) Hardman *** F7b

Start about halfway down the face at the base of the obvious vertical groove splitting the boulder, just past the
tree. Follow the groove until tricky moves may, or may
not, enable you to get established in the crack above
(crux). Follow this to the top.
F.A. Rocky Lok (1994)

Start close to the right edge of the boulder. Climb
up a short way to gain the horizontal crack. Make a
long leftwards traverse along this to reach the groove
on Hardman, before tackling the crux moves up to the
crack on that route. From here make tricky moves out
left (be careful not to fall here as you’ll slam into the
tree – which hurts), until it is possible to swing onto
Really Face. Now all you have to do is finish up the
crux of that route…
F.A. Rocky Lok (2000)
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Peishan Ho on Hardman (F7b)
Photo: Karen Chan

Beacon Hill

Lower Crag
From the Main Crag, continue up the path on the right-hand side for another 50 m. The
top of the Lower Crag will be seen on the left. Bolts are available for abseiling down to the
bottom, and a single rope is sufficient to reach the bottom.

(1) Gorilla Crack F6a

(6) Dirty Monkey ** F5

(2) Open Project

(7) Chunky Monkey ** F5

A big ugly off width crack at the foot of the crag. Loose,
crumbly and not really recommended.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)
Also quite loose and crumbly...

(3) Bathing Ape Severe

An easy trad climb up the small crack system in the
slabbby upper wall.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)

(4) Escape from Planet of the Apes ** F6a

Start under right hand side of large overhang. Scramble
up to large sloping ledge and traverse left across this
under the overhang. At the third bolt cut diagonally left
and up across the face using balance and thin crimps.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)

(5) Planet of the Apes ** F5

Start as for the previous route and follow this to the
third bolt. From here, undercling the big overhang and
use holds on the face to the left to surmount it. Continue up the easy and fun slab to the above to the anchors.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)

Start as for Planet of the Apes but break right up flakes
on right hand side of big overhang.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)
The middle of the steep headwall. A difficult beginning
leads to relatively easy pulling through the large ladderlike flakes to a ledge and a possible lower off, although
the easy top slab is very worthwhile.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)

(8) IR Baboon * F6a+

The right side of the steep headwall. End on the intermediate anchors for Chunky Monkey.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)

(9) Banana Brain ** F5

Climb straight up the large rounded arête between IR
Baboon and Monkey Poop.
F.A. Nick Smith (2005)

(10) Monkey Poop ** F4

Climb the left hand wall of the gully at the far righthand side of the crag. An excellent climb for beginners.
F.A. Austin Smith, Christoph Wong (2005)
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Upper Craglets (coming soon...)
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